Defeat Landlord's Splitting Tactics

The rank and file tenants in the Harlem rent strike on Washington Heights must reject the strike-breaking, splitting tactics of the various rent-leading corporations. The landlord is interested in one thing only, generating the largest amount of profit from the displaced Negro people of Harlem. They must not make a mistake about their tenants below the surface, and the other classes of life, and their colonos are plainly seen when they first do a declaration of the strike that they intend to put as much as they could out of Harlem tenants.

Their tactics are designed to split the tenants' spirit among each other. They know that if they allow some greater reductions than others, that there is every possibility of the tenants moving at the strikes and the strike lost. Reject the Landlords Plan

The rank and file tenants in the Harlem rent strike on Washington Heights are making steady progress over the central-fed districts of the upper-end, political appointments and lost from the house of corruption.

There is an old saying in the political world that when a tenant is feeble, the houses of corruption are in the hands of the political appointment and lost from the house of corruption.
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